it’s time to change your life
enjoy the new way of flying

WELCOME ON BOARD
Safety First
Politically Neutral

Operationally Independent
Fly with People you know
Tip to Tail Care
Passion

Swissness

Quality
Future Oriented

Travelling Elegance
First Class in Service and Reliability
Global

Use our advantages to make the difference to others.
For decision makers who need the highest level of discretion and flexibility.

Aircraft Management
No matter if you own an aircraft or share the ownership with others, we guarantee the
cost transparency and control at all times. You decide and we act on your behalf. Our
experienced team takes care of your plane and its maintenance. We also hand-pick
experienced crew members qualified to fly it.

Aircraft Trading
Depending on your wishes and needs we evaluate the market and recommend a
selection of aircraft matching your requirements. Its you who decides which brand and
model to pick, its us who assist you to make the dream come true.

You’re the center of
our attention
Whether you want to use
your trip for a meeting,
work undisturbed or
simply want to get away
from it all – we are at your
service just when you
need us.
We fulfil your wishes and
offer you excellent cuisine
and wine during your trip.
Wherever your heart’s
desire, no destination is
too far away.

Safety, all the way
Experienced and stringently trained crew, outstanding aircraft maintenance, along
with perfectly organized operation guarantee your well being and safety.

Your time is valuable
Saving time is your advantage. Let us provide you with the means and infrastructure
to make the most out of it.

Executive Travels
Should you choose to rely on us beyond just your air travel, we'd be happy to
organize the entire journey for you. Let us take care of booking the hotels, cars,
yachts and arranging necessary transfers while you simply relax and enjoy the trip.

Exclusive Charter
Should you decide to improve the cost management and charter your aircraft, the
privilege of flying it will be granted only to members of our Executive Flight Club.
Needless to say, your schedule has always priority to us, charter flights will be
arranged upon your approval.

Invest and Optimize
Moonlight Air is your specialist for private jet management or even if your company
need a complete flight department for your entire aircraft fleet. We offer solutions with
more financial benefits and tax advantages compared to our competitors commercial
flight operations. Its a fact that our customers save money while we take care of the
aircraft and the management.

Global Network
We are worldwide well connected with specialists in various sectors. In our Network
are tax, aviation, lawyer, insurance, financial and leasing experts who make sure you
get the very best service and offer on the market. All this combined allows us to say;
our customers receive a maximum of transparence, service and quality to better
terms and conditions than anywhere else.

Moonlight Air
Jet Charter . Executive Travels . Consulting and Advisory
www.moonlightair.ch

Executive Flight Club
Jet Management . Aircraft Trading . Financing
www.executiveflightclub.com

+41 – 41 – 760 60 61

